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Each cycle brings a path to be trodden, and the paths may be long or short, depending on the rhythm
of the steps of the one who walks.

The path toward the void can become long and painful if the walker remains slow upon it and does
not accept the changes of the times, the tests that come and all that the Universe brings to them so
that they may more rapidly reach the end of that cycle.

That path becomes short and fast when the walker makes their void become an opportunity to let
new laws permeate their being, when they allow the void within them to be filled by God and
become fully revealed through the Divine Presence.

The void, child, is a state of consciousness in transition, in which you already know what you are
not, but you still do not know the truth about yourself and about life. So, you are no longer filled
with yourself, nor with the world, but you still have not discovered what it is that dwells within you,
what you are a part of, what your wholeness is.

The void is the moment of definition, between staying within the fall of the abyss and the leap into
infinity. Thus, experience the void with faith, with your hands always raised up to the Heights. Live
the void with faith, with your eyes turned inward. At some moment during this walk your void will
show itself to be full, and you will discover yourself to be a part of everything, of the All, of God.

My words will then become few to explain what you experience and live, and everything will
become clear as the sun and whole as the Wisdom that comes from God.

The cycle of revelation and of freedom from ignorance will soon come. Meanwhile, walk with faith
upward and inward.

You have My blessing for this.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

 


